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General Instructions: 

• This paper consists of 3 sections and 4 pages. 

• All questions are compulsory. 
 

                                                     SECTION – A 
I. Read the following questions and circle the correct option.                                      

 
1. A class of students went on a jungle trip. They had to cross a river to reach a nearby village.  

Which means of transport will they use? 
 

a. bicycle               b. bullock cart                        c. tonga                       d. boat 
 

 2.  The telephone is the _______________ means of communication. 
 
    a. cheapest                   b.  quickest                              c. slowest              d. ancient 
 

3. Which is the slowest mode of transport? 
 
     a. air transport       b. water transport                   c. land transport              d. train 

 
4.  We should plant more trees because they clean the ______________. 

 
    a. wood                 b. air                                      c. water                       d. soil 

 
5. Nowadays, phones are mainly used to send messages. Which means of communication was used 

earlier to send urgent messages? 
 
    a. telegram            b. inland letter                    c. aerogram                d. stamped envelopes 
 

6. Raju is a postman. He takes letters from the post office to the railway station to send it to their 
destinations. Which special vehicle will he use to carry the letters? 

 
    a. ambulance         b. vendor cart                         c. postal van                       d. tricycle  

 

7. We should check and service our vehicles regularly to reduce _______________________ . 

 

a. noise pollution       b. water pollution             c. soil pollution               d. air pollution 

 

8. A person who sells medicines is called a ___________________. 
 
    a. chemist                 b. florist                           c. mechanic                    d. blacksmith 
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9.  What do we call the area around our home? 
 
     a. city                      b. village                        c. neighbourhood               d. sketch 
  
10. Which of the following is not a person that entertain us?  
 
     a. musician               b. carpenter                   c. dancer                          d. joker  

 

II. Match the following.                                                                                                     

      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 III. State whether the following statements are True of False.                                   

 

1.  A person who treats patients is called a pharmacist.                                         __________ 

2. We use directions to find our way or to guide someone.                                    __________ 

3. In a map, our right side shows the east and our left side shows the west.           __________                                             

4. The PIN code is used to send urgent letters.                                                    __________ 

5. We can send audio and video clips through e-mail.                                            __________ 

6. An aeroplane uses electricity as its fuel.                                                           __________   

7. Walking and cycling save fuel and reduce pollution.                                           __________                                                 

8. Most of the pollution is caused by animals.                                                       __________ 

IV. Establish the relationship and fill in the blanks.                                               

1. Fax machine : electronic form         postal system : _________________ 

2. Kerala : south                               Gujarat : _________________ 

3. Car : __________                           tractor : diesel 

4. police jeep : police men                 __________________: fire brigade    

5. ______________ : noise pollution   burning of coal : air pollution 

Column A Column B 

1. helicopter a. shows directions 

2. motor cycle b. urgent letters 

3. compass c. hilly areas 

4. cobbler d. six digits 

5. courier service e. two wheels 

6. PIN f. mends shoes and sandals 

       

      1.____    2. ____    3. ____    4. ____    5. ____   6. ____ 
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a. This person is helping them to make new  

 

furniture. Who is he? ______________________. 

 

b. Name two more people who are helping our neighbours to 

build their house.   

 

____________________ , ___________________  

 

            

 

 V. Rewrite the given sentences correctly.                                                               

1. Soil, water, petroleum and coal are known as pollution. 

_________________________________________________________________ 

2. In cities like Delhi, local trains are used for land transport. 

  _____________________________________________________________________________ 

3. After writing a letter, we drop it to the head post office. 

  _____________________________________________________________________________ 

4. We keep our money safely in a police station. 

  _____________________________________________________________________________ 

5. An engineer designs new buildings. 

 _____________________________________________________________________________ 

SECTION- B 

VI. Observe the given pictures and answer the questions that follow.                       

                                                                          

1. Our neighbours are building a new house.  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

2. It is difficult to draw all landmarks in a map.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. a.  Name this place in neighbourhood.  __________________________________ 
   

b. Name two things we can send from here. 
 

_____________________________________________________ 
 

a. These signs used in a map represent landmarks. They 

are called ________________________ 

b. They help us to ____________ the map easily. 
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       4.                                                                                                                    

 

 

 

 

 

5.a. Identify the two natural resources shown 

 in the picture alongside. 

 

(i) Picture A- _______________________  
 

(ii) Picture B-  ______________________ 
 

b. They are being used in large _____________________ and may get finished soon. 
 

SECTION- C  

VII. Answer the following questions.                                                              

1.  What kind of work do the following people do? 

 

a) doctor- ___________________________________________________________________  
 

b) mechanic- _________________________________________________________________  
 

2. What is a landmark? How does it help us? 
____________________________________________________________________________  
 
____________________________________________________________________________  
 

3. Why do people move from one place to another? (Write any two points.) 
____________________________________________________________________________  
  
____________________________________________________________________________  
 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
 

4.  What is the difference between STD and ISD? 

 

 

  

 
STD 

 
ISD 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

a. Name this means of transport. 
 
________________________  
 

b. We usually see them in _________________ 
 
 
 

 

        Picture A                           Picture B 


